3. Just dip the wrapper in a bucket of water, stir to break down dissolvable fibers; it will disperse in water in less than 20 seconds.

4. After Soap package has dissolve, a scented fragrance is released, the scented water can act as (stay soft) detergent, for keeping clothes smell nice 24 hours, lastly the soap wrappers can be used to make garbage smell nice, the garbage bag moisture will help in dissolving.

PRINTED WRITINGS ON PACKAGES

Printing methods done on the packages will dissolve as well, methods like (ink jet, laser computer printer, digital press, flexo) they can disperse well when dissolved.

DISSOLVING WITHOUT WATER

Some dissolvable paper-based packagings do not need water, they can dissolve on their own or dissolve inside a garbage bag, the garbage bag moisture will help, but it will need more time to dissolve completely.